Protein evolution is driven by the sum of different physiochemical and genetic processes that 17 usually results in strong purifying selection to maintain biochemical functions. However, 18 proteins that are part of systems under arms race dynamics often evolve at unparalleled rates that 19 can produce atypical biochemical properties. In the marine mollusk abalone, lysin and VERL are 20 a pair of rapidly coevolving proteins that are essential for species-specific interactions between 21 sperm and egg. Despite extensive biochemical characterization of lysin, including crystal 22 structures of multiple orthologs, it was unclear how sites under positive selection may facilitate 23 recognition of VERL. Using a combination of targeted mutagenesis and multidimensional NMR, 24 we present a high-definition solution structure of sperm lysin from red abalone (Haliotis 25 rufescens). Unapparent from the crystallography data, multiple NMR-based analyses conducted 26 in solution reveal clustering of the N-and C-termini to form a nexus of 13 positively selected 27 sites that constitute a VERL binding interface. Evolutionary rate was found to be a significant 28 predictor of backbone flexibility, which may be critical for lysin bioactivity and/or accelerated 29 evolution. These flexible, rapidly evolving segments that constitute the VERL binding interface 30 were also the most distorted regions of the crystal structure relative to what was observed in 31 solution. While lysin has been the subject of extensive biochemical and evolutionary analyses for 32 more than 30 years, this study highlights the enhanced insights gained from applying NMR 33 approaches to rapidly evolving proteins.
6 activity ( Figure S3C -D), suggesting that these mutations did not dramatically alter the tertiary 138 structure and accurately reflect the coordination of the N-terminus with residues 60-65 and the 139 C-terminus in solution. The second major discrepancy is with the α-helix that spans residues 44-140 76. In the crystal structure, there is a sharp turn at residues 61-63 not present in the NMR 141 structure ( Figure 4A ), which likely reflects alternative hydrophobic packing due to the 142 coordination of the N-terminus in this region. 143 Positively selected sites of binding proteins are often clustered near the ligand binding 144 domain to maintain high affinity interactions (21-23). A similar clustering on lysin would be 145 expected to define the VERL recognition face. Comparison of the solution and crystal structures 146 revealed dramatic differences in the packing of positively selected sites ( Figure 4E ), and there 147 was a significant positive correlation between evolutionary rate (dN/dS) and the magnitude by 148 which the crystal structure deviated from the solution structure ensemble ( Figure 4F ). While 149 there are positively selected sites widely distributed across the surface of lysin, the convergence 150 of the N-and C-termini with residues 64-79 results in the clustering of 13 positively selected 151 residues. When compared to a null distribution of similarly spaced residues, these 13 residues 152 clustered better than >95% of cases (mean pairwise CA distance = 12.6 Å). In the crystal 153 structure, these same 13 sites were significantly further apart (16.1 Å, p = 0.00036 Figure 4G ). 154 Given the concentration of positively selected sites, and that the N-and C-termini are essential 155 for species-specific VE dissolution (19), we hypothesized that this region is the principal 156 interface for lysin-VERL interactions. To biochemically test this hypothesis, NMR perturbation 157 analysis was performed and unlabeled red VERL repeat 1 was added incrementally to 15 N-158 labeled F104A red lysin until the two proteins were at equimolar concentrations, with points of 159 contact measured by changes in peak intensity ( Figure S4 ). Three residues (T60, A63, and Y100) 160 were particularly sensitive, and were undetectable after addition of 30% VERL repeat 1, 161 suggesting significant changes in backbone chemical shift and/or exchange rates upon binding to 162 VERL ( Figure 4H ). All three residues are proximal to the cluster of rapidly evolving sites, 163 validating this region as the VERL binding interface. Using homology modeling, structures of 164 extant and ancestral states of lysin were constructed to understand the process of mutation 165 acquisition across Pacific abalone. In a phylogenetic context, the VERL binding interface shows 166 repeated mutation acquisition that is consistent with lysin likely having an important role in 167 maintaining species-specific interactions and providing a barrier to hybridization ( Figure 4I ).
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Molecular dynamics of lysin correlate with evolutionary rate 169 To our knowledge, lysin is the first rapidly evolving reproductive protein for which both 170 crystal and solution structures have been solved. Given that the discrepancies between the two 171 structures were correlated with rate of evolution ( Figure 4F ), we sought to further address how 172 strong directional selection from a coevolving partner may influence various aspects of protein 173 structure. First, a significant advantage of NMR over X-ray crystallography is that protein 174 dynamics can be measured through NMR relaxation analysis. Backbone amide measurements of 175 τc and heteronuclear NOE (two measurements of different nuclear relaxation properties) both 176 reveal positive correlation between structural flexibility and dN/dS ( Figure S5B ). These more 177 flexible residues are primarily located on the termini and in the loops between the α-helices 178 ( Figure S5A ), but these were also the regions that were the least accurately reflected in the 179 crystal structure ( Figure 4B ). The relationship between structural flexibility and positively 180 selected sites inspired us to consider how evolutionary rate might influence intra-residue 181 covariation, as multiple groups have found a negative correlation between covariation and 182 structural distance, likely due to epistasis between neighboring sites to maintain protein folding 183 (24, 25). If rapidly evolving sites are on flexible segments that are largely subjected to 184 coevolution with VERL, then there is likely reduced epistasis from other lysin residues and we 185 would expect no relationship between covariation and structural distance. We approximated Fertilizationan essential biological process for all sexually reproducing taxahas been 201 the subject of a century of ongoing research, yet despite its obvious biological importance, 202 characterizing the underlying molecular mechanisms has remained a challenge. A key 203 confounder in this research is rapid protein evolution: while the major cellular events of 204 fertilization are broadly conserved across eukaryotes, the molecules mediating the processes 205 diverge rapidly (4). Abalone sperm lysin was purified 30 years ago (7), and is still one the few 206 fertilization proteins for which its receptor has been identified (10, 26, 27). It remains a critical 207 model both for characterizing the mechanisms of VE dissolution and for understanding how 208 pervasive sexual selection from a coevolving receptor can shape protein structure. In this study, 209 we have shed new insights into the evolution of structure, function, and dynamics of this classic 210 reproductive protein. 211 We generated monomeric lysin via a single point substitution of a residue at the dimer 212 interface (F104A). The mutation causes minimal perturbation to the tertiary structure (Figure 213 S1), maintains affinity for VERL, but decreases VE dissolution activity ( Figure 2 ), suggesting 214 that oligomer state is important for lysin's function (12). While monomeric F104A lysin is less 215 efficient, it is still capable of dissolving VEs at sufficiently high concentrations ( Figure 2 ). We 216 hypothesize that dissolution involves a competition between the binding of lysin to a VERL 217 repeat to form a lysin-VERL heterodimer and binding of another VERL repeat to a VERL repeat 218 to form a VERL repeat homodimer ( Figure S7 ). Although the monomeric F104A-lysin can bind, 219 it is less effective at competing with another VERL repeat that is in high local concentration in 220 the VE. In contrast, binding of a subunit of dimeric lysin to a VERL repeat effectively increases 221 the local concentration of unbound lysin subunit (i.e., the second subunit in the dimer) to allow 222 its simultaneous binding to the neighboring VERL repeat. This concentration dependence may 223 become more important as the VE begins to dissolvewith the next pair of exposed VERL The solution structure of lysin presented here also reveals another key aspect of its role in 238 fertilization: the VERL binding interface, formed by the spatial clustering of positively selected 239 sites that are perturbed upon binding by VERL ( Figure 4E interface, 15 N-HSQC spectra of F104A lysin were acquired with different concentrations of 333 VERL repeat 1, with sensitivity to VERL titration reported as normalized peak intensities.
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All NMR data were deposited in the BMRB (30246) and the structural ensemble deposited in the 335 RCSB PDB (5UTG). 10,000 simulations, the interface score density was compared for the 5% lowest energy 541 structures, with values below -5 suggestive of strong docking (48). The median structure of these 542 low-energy interfaces is shown. In lysin model, the essential aromatic triad centered around F104 543 is recapitulated at the interface; in Sp18, the homologous region is replaced with charged 544 residues that were predicted to form two weak salt bridges and in Tegula lysin, there is no 
